This guide is a compilation of our most popular resource guides to support you in your transition from college student to working professional. For more individualized assistance, schedule an appointment with a staff member in the Office of Career Services.

Inside, you will find information about:

- Cover Letters
- Résumés
- References
- Interviewing
- Thank You Letters
- Social Media
- Career Tips for Students with Disabilities
- Career Tips for International Students
- Career Tips for Veterans
**Helpful Tips:**

**Formatting:**
Create a consistent look for all of your job search documents. Copy and paste the contact information from your résumé header to your cover letter and reference page, creating your own, customized look.

Your choice of font style (Times New Roman, Calibri, etc.) should also be consistent across all of your materials. The size of your font for the cover letter will generally fall between 11 to 12-point and typical margin sizes should be .75 to 1-inch. Your cover letter should not exceed one page in length.

**Content:**
Your cover letter must be tailored to each specific position/organization to which you apply. Gone are the days of simply changing the organization to which the letter is addressed and using the same cover letter again and again. Employers can tell when an applicant does this, and it will not help your candidacy.

The following components, in this order, should appear in your cover letter:

- Your header with your contact information
- The date (this should reflect the day you will be sending the letter)
- The recipient’s name and mailing address
- Your salutation (try to avoid general greetings like, “To Whom It May Concern:” or “Dear Human Resources:” Do your best to research the name of the person to whom your cover letter will be sent.
- An introductory paragraph
- 1 to 2 paragraphs of detailed information about your how your skills and experiences make you an ideal candidate for the position; be sure to demonstrate your knowledge about the position and organization!
- A closing paragraph
- Your valediction
- Your signature (if sending as a hard copy)
- Your name, typed

**Researching Prospective Employers:**
You already know that you will be asked to share your knowledge about the organization during an interview, as they are expecting you to have spent some time learning about the organization and the position. But, did you know it is also important to include some of this knowledge as often as you can throughout your cover letter, résumé, and thank you letter, too? Use the employer’s website, their social and professional media (LinkedIn profiles, Twitter accounts, and Facebook company pages), news articles, your own contacts within the organization, and other information found on the Internet.

**What should you know about the organization?**
- Name and location(s)
- Mission, goals, and history
- Accomplishments and areas for development
- Organizational structure and number of employees
- Annual revenue and other financial information
- Product lines and/or services provided
- Parent company and/or subsidiaries
- Major competitors or collaborators
Dear Addressee:

Your opening paragraph should state the reason for your letter, the position or type of work for which you are applying, and how you learned about the job opportunity (this is the place to “name drop,” with permission). Briefly share why you are interested in the position.

Your middle 1 - 2 paragraphs should explain how your skills, experiential background, and academics qualify you for the position. Point out specific achievements and include any special skills you have that may be useful in the position. Don’t simply repeat information in your résumé, single out a few especially salient factors, and expand on items of special relevance. Be concise and to the point. Show your knowledge of the organization!

In your closing paragraph, refer to your enclosed résumé, and focus on the action to follow. Indicate your desire for a personal interview. You may want to indicate your flexibility or availability.

Sincerely,

Typed Name

---

Dear Mr. Bulger:

I hope to have a career in this area, and I believe the services at Kids Oneida will help me achieve that goal. I am also eager to work with your social work team, both in the office and in the field (to the extent that is possible), to learn as much as I can about this kind of work and contribute to your program's outcomes. My experiential background includes three years’ experience working within two childcare facilities, as well as the completion of multiple courses in areas of child development and psycho-social support. My background has given me the foundation needed to become client-centered and empathetic. Skills I am confident in demonstrating as an intern at Kids Oneida.

I would be a privilege to share my dedication and passion to support the wellbeing of children and families as an intern, alongside Kids Oneida’s team of committed staff. I welcome the opportunity to speak with you in person, and I may be reached by phone, e-mail, or via LinkedIn. My references may also be sent at your request.

Thank You,

Paula Borelli

---

Dear Mr. Grates:

My intention is to secure employment with an organization that will allow me to assume progressive responsibility and work in a highly collaborative setting, so I was particularly impressed by ICON’s staff development mission. I am available to meet with you personally to further discuss my qualifications, and I may be reached at (315) 741-5463.

Thank you for your consideration of my qualifications.

Sincerely,

Victor Rivera

---

Dear Mr. Janssen:

I am interested in applying for the Biotechnology Scientist-I position, which was brought to my attention by a colleague of yours, Anne Montgomery, during Utica College Career Services' recent Bio/Chem Networking Night. My laboratory and two REU experiences with Cornell University qualify me for this position and will allow me to support your analytical laboratory’s day-to-day activities and develop and perform assays on biological samples from pre-clinical and clinical trials for biomarker.

I recently graduated Magna Cum Laude with a Biochemistry degree, and my three years as a lab assistant have taught me to operate general laboratory equipment and instrumentation systems, as well as utilize the automated data collection and reporting systems used by ICON. My interest in the biotechnology field began during my time with Cornell University’s REU program, where I gained hands-on experience with a variety of immunosay formats and platforms such as ELISA, Gyrolab, Randox, and Luminex, and automated clinical immunochemistry platforms.

My intention is to secure employment with an organization that will allow me to assume progressive responsibility and work in a highly collaborative setting, so I was particularly impressed by ICON’s staff development mission. I am available to meet with you personally to further discuss my qualifications, and I may be reached at (315) 741-5463.

Thank you for your consideration of my qualifications.

Sincerely,

Victor Rivera

---

May 20, 2019

Robert Janssen, Personnel Director
ICON plc
8282 Hasley Road
Whitesboro, NY 13492

Dear Mr. Janssen:

I am interested in applying for the Biotechnology Scientist-I position, which was brought to my attention by a colleague of yours, Anne Montgomery, during Utica College Career Services’ recent Bio/Chem Networking Night. My laboratory and two REU experiences with Cornell University qualify me for this position and will allow me to support your analytical laboratory’s day-to-day activities and develop and perform assays on biological samples from pre-clinical and clinical trials for biomarker.

I recently graduated Magna Cum Laude with a Biochemistry degree, and my three years as a lab assistant have taught me to operate general laboratory equipment and instrumentation systems, as well as utilize the automated data collection and reporting systems used by ICON. My interest in the biotechnology field began during my time with Cornell University’s REU program, where I gained hands-on experience with a variety of immunosay formats and platforms such as ELISA, Gyrolab, Randox, and Luminex, and automated clinical immunochemistry platforms.

My intention is to secure employment with an organization that will allow me to assume progressive responsibility and work in a highly collaborative setting, so I was particularly impressed by ICON’s staff development mission. I am available to meet with you personally to further discuss my qualifications, and I may be reached at (315) 741-5463.

Thank you for your consideration of my qualifications.

Sincerely,

Victor Rivera

---

March 18, 2019

Gary F. Grates, Principal
W2O Group
60 Francisco St.
San Francisco, CA 94133

Dear Mr. Grates:

I am interested in applying for the Organizational Communications internship with the W2O Group in New York City during this summer. We had the opportunity to meet in my Publication and Design class on March 11th and briefly discussed the internship. W2O Group’s mission complements my career interests in delivering high quality communications for clients. Your ability to apply analytics and innovative marketing and public relations methods to support clients’ strategic communication goals contributes to the rapidly changing reality that we are not in an era of coverage but in an era of influence.

On my résumé, you will notice courses that I have taken which would allow me to be a productive W2O Group intern. In particular, my Advanced Interpersonal Communication class has taught me how to identify problems in communications and effectively create a message that intended audiences will find informative and engaging. I have been successful in applying this academic knowledge at my marketing internship at the United Way of the Valley and Greater Utica Area. My work as an intern has been characterized by monitoring the efficacy of their external communications and applying my findings to update and modify internal communication databases. My analysis is being actively implemented to alter communication strategies and make process improvements. I have learned so much from the United Way and would value the opportunity to continue my professional growth and expand my knowledge with the W2O Group.

I am available to meet with you personally, at your convenience, to further discuss my qualifications. My résumé is enclosed and highlights my other relevant experiences. I may be reached at the contact information above. Thank you in advance for your consideration, and it was very nice to meet you last week.

Sincerely,

Tara Dao
**Résumé Writing Guide**

**DOs**

- **Be Clear and Concise:** Your résumé has a much better chance if it is well-organized and easily scanned. An employer may take only 10 seconds or less to determine if it is worth a second look!

- **Be Attentive to Detail:** Offer consistency with the arrangement of section headers, indentations, blocks of text, the use of font treatments, and white space. Then, create a format which is readable and appealing to the eye. The size of your font will generally fall between 10 to 12-point, and typical margin sizes should be .5 to 1-inch. Sending your résumé as a PDF may help preserve formatting.

- **Be Positive:** Highlight your achievements and start statements or phrases with adverbs, followed by verbs, denoting positive activity (e.g. successfully introduced, effectively applied, etc. See the *Action Verbs* list for ideas.). Be sure these words reflect your chosen field.

- **Be Relevant:** Include key, industry terms used in the job description and company profile. This will also help if the employer uses scanning software to review résumés.

- **Be Careful:** Double-check for typographical errors and mistakes in grammar, spelling, and punctuation. Don't hesitate to consult a dictionary - spell check does NOT catch everything!

- **Be Resourceful:** Use Career Services’ résumé critiquing services - it only takes a few short days for a comprehensive review with feedback.

- **Be Professional:** After perfecting your résumé, find a quality printer and good paper. Both are available in Career Services, FREE OF CHARGE, to print your final version.

- **Be Proactive:** Post your résumé as part of your LinkedIn profile and build your brand online.

**DON'Ts**

- Use résumé templates and wizards found in computer software programs. The tabled formats are difficult to modify, and your résumé needs to stay updated at all times! Instead, open a blank word processor document or use *Optimal Résumé* for your first draft.

- Use the personal pronoun, “I.”

- List an unprofessional email address or phone number with an unprofessional voicemail recording or ring back tone - that’s the fastest way to lose out on interview opportunities.

- Include opportunities that were “off the book” or where you were paid “under the table.”

- Fabricate information, as that can result in future termination from a job.

- Add personal information, which may generally include: hobbies, religious affiliation, date of birth, etc. Résumés for opportunities abroad may require some personal information, however.

- Give reasons for changing past employers.

- Use the same résumé over and over again - tailor it to your audience.

- Go over a one-page résumé, unless you have two pages of directly relevant experience. Even then, some formatting edits may keep things to a single page. Be sure to consult with Career Services before submitting a two-page résumé.
The National Association of Colleges and Employers defines career readiness as the acquisition and ability to demonstrate several key competencies that prepare students for a successful transition from college to the workplace. These competencies are:

1. **Critical Thinking/Problem Solving** - Analyze, interpret knowledge and data to make decisions and overcome problems
2. **Oral/Written Communications** - Articulate clearly and effectively; express ideas
3. **Teamwork/Collaboration** - Collaborate with colleagues and customers representing diverse groups
4. **Digital Technology** - Efficiently use existing technology and adapt to new and emerging technologies
5. **Leadership** - Use interpersonal skills to guide and motivate; organize, prioritize and delegate work
6. **Professionalism/Work Ethic** - Demonstrate effective work habits, integrity and ethical behavior
7. **Career Management** - Identify and articulate skills and experiences; identify career goals and navigate job options
8. **Global/Intercultural Fluency** - Demonstrate inclusiveness; value and respect diverse cultures

**Action Verbs**

Listed below are verbs commonly associated with specific field areas and skills. This list is not exhaustive, so feel free to generate your own. Use these verbs to help you craft position descriptions and highlight achievements in your résumé.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Management/Leadership Skills</th>
<th>Achieved, administered, arranged, articulated, assigned, attained, chaired, completed, conceived, conducted, contracted, convened, coordinated, created, delegated, designed, developed, directed, earned, employed, executed, facilitated, influenced, initiated, instituted, instructed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Research Skills</td>
<td>Analyzed, annotated, appraised, assessed, authored, briefed, calculated, catalogued, categorized, charted, coded, collected, compared, compiled, composed, computed, conducted, consolidated, corresponded, created, critiqued</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teamwork/Interpersonal Skills</td>
<td>Articulated, arranged, briefed, collaborated, communicated, completed, contacted, convened, coordinated, delegated, elicited, facilitated, fostered, influenced, initiated, inquired, instructed, interviewed, introduced, listened, mediated, motivated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Financial Skills</td>
<td>Acquired, activated, administered, allocated, analyzed, applied, assessed, briefed, calculated, catalogued, categorized, channeled, coded, compiled, computed, conducted, defined, delivered, derived, designed, developed, devised, drafted, formulated, projected</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teaching/Training Skills</td>
<td>Adapted, advised, assigned, coached, collaborated, communicated, counseled, critiqued, demonstrated, designed, developed, directed, educated, evaluated, examined, facilitated, focused, guided, implemented, instituted, instructed, introduced, motivated, stimulated, trained, tutored</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Administrative/Detail Skills</td>
<td>Administered, arranged, assembled, briefed, catalogued, categorized, coded, collected, compiled, contacted, coordinated, classified, distributed, edited, executed, grouped, identified, inventoried, located, maintained, monitored, regulated, reserved, retrieved, scheduled, validated, verified</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Communication Skills</td>
<td>Addressed, advertised, consulted, conveyed, convinced, corresponded, debated, described, discussed, explained, expressed, incorporated, interacted, listened, marketed, mediated, negotiated, participated, recruited, reinforced, resolved, responded, suggested, summarized, translated</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
NAME
Street Address, City, State Zip  |  (Area Code) Phone   |  Email  |  Customized LinkedIn URL

OBJECTIVE
Tailor the objective to the specific position and organization. Indicate what you can do for them, based on your relevant skills and qualifications.

AND/OR
KEY QUALIFICATIONS / SKILLS / PROFILE
Use key qualification statements to emphasize skills or even certifications you possess that are relevant to the position, organization, or field.

EDUCATION
List your most recent degree first. Also include: major/minor/concentration, institution name and location, date of graduation, and GPA if it is higher than a 3.0. Don’t include high school.

You may wish to add subcategories which identify the courses you have taken, honors/awards received, scholarships, study abroad, major research projects, etc.

EXPERIENCE
Employment, internships, fieldwork, skilled volunteerism, and relevant organizations with active membership may all be experiences to highlight. As you gain more experiences over time, you can separate this section into career-related experience and supporting experience. Be sure to include your title, name and location of the organization, a description of duties performed (including the variety of assignments, amount of responsibility held, number of people supervised, special accomplishments, etc.), and dates.

To create an effective description of your experiences, include the following:

- **Beginning:** Start each description with an action verb; this not only captures important skills employers seek, but helps grab their attention quickly.
- **Middle:** Describe with whom or with what you worked: students, customers, clients, teams, products, etc.
- **End/Result:** Why was this duty or responsibility important? What was the overall outcome or goal? This is a good place to utilize numbers or metrics if they are relevant.
- What did this task do to: enhance, develop, market, increase, etc.?

ACTIVITIES, AFFILIATIONS, ORGANIZATIONS, etc.
Title, name of organization, location, brief description (optional) of what you did, and dates.

DUANE NICHOLS
1400瀑布路, Utica, NY 13502  |  (315) 792-3087  |  dnichols@utica.edu
linkedin.in/duanenichols

OBJECTIVE
Goal-driven criminal justice student with excellent organizational and analytical skills seeking to obtain the internship position at the New York State Division of Homeland Security and Emergency Services’ Oriskany location.

QUALIFICATIONS
- Academic knowledge of national critical infrastructure and the emergency management response cycle
- Familiar with FEMA’s leadership and communication structure, the Incident Command System, and the National Incident Management System
- Demonstrate strong interpersonal and professional communication skills
- Knowledgeable in MS Excel and Google Sheets database software
- Possess FEMA certifications in the following:
  - IS-0020: ICS for Single Resources and initial Action Incident
  - IS-00100: Introduction to Incident Command System ICS-100

EDUCATION
Utica College, Utica, NY  |  Expected Graduation May 2019
Bachelor of Science in Criminal Justice, Concentration in Homeland Security
- Dean’s List Recipient (4 semesters)
- Relevant Coursework: Terrorism, Homeland Security and Counter Terrorism, Emergency Management, Security Administration, Statistics in the Behavioral Sciences

WORK HISTORY
Utica College Frank E. Gannon Memorial Library, Utica, NY  |  September 2015 to Present
Circulation Desk Attendant
- Effectively communicate while assisting students, faculty, and staff with locating books and other resources.
- Support library initiatives to make technology accessible to users by checking equipment for functionality.
- Independently completed a large-scale inventory project, creating an Excel spreadsheet for over 1400 archive materials.

Onida County Workforce Development, Utica, NY  |  May 2015 to Present
Youth Counselor (racial)
- Co-administer a summer youth employment program, supervising 20 individuals across 8 employer sites.
- Develop professional relationships with area employers to generate viable employment sites, adding 2 new sites to the program.
- Meet weekly with other counselors and supervisors to provide employer site updates and collaborate to develop and implement program quality improvements.

MARIA AVDIC
800 emergence street, Utica, NY 13502  |  (315) 792-3087  |  myavdic@utica.edu
www.linkedin.com/in/mariaavdic

OBJECTIVE
To obtain the Patient Advocate position at Mohawk Valley Health System and apply comprehensive departmental knowledge obtained through 2 years of volunteerism in the Patient Information Office.

QUALIFICATIONS:
- Excellent interpersonal communication skills with patients, co-workers, and supervisors
- Work effectively in fast-paced environments with strong attention to detail
- Certifications: CNA, CPR and First Aid
- Fluent in Bosnian

EDUCATION
Bachelor of Science in Health Studies, Utica College, Utica, NY (3.8 GPA)  |  May 2019

HEALTHCARE EXPERIENCE:
Patient Information Volunteer, Mohawk Valley Health System, Utica, NY  |  June 2017–Present
- Maintain knowledge about patient rights, assisting patients and families with understanding advanced directive options, including healthcare proxies, living wills, DNRs, and MLOSTs
- Demonstrate exceptional customer service when speaking with patients and families
- Conduct research on state and federal healthcare laws, generating reports for supervisors
- Achievement: Developed the Office’s first multi-lingual brochure, translating information from English to Bosnian, worked closely with Spanish, Russian, and Vietnamese translators to oversee quality assurance

Volunteer Health Educator, Oneida County Health Department, Utica, NY  |  May 2017–Present
- Accompany staff to community information sessions, co-facilitating presentations on public health issues such as emergency preparedness, vaccinations, environmental health, and flu prevention
- Carefully coordinate logistical details for on and off-site events, paying special attention to the facilities, physical setup and accessibility of the events
- Assist in marketing upcoming events, writing and distributing press releases, managing social media accounts, and serving as a liaison to broadcast, radio, and print media news outlets
- Achievement: Led the Department’s first social media marketing initiative, creating accounts on Facebook and Twitter

Nurse’s Aide, Rome Memorial Hospital, Rome, NY  |  September 2015–May 2017
- Served as a nurse on a medical-surgical floor, caring for 10-15 patients daily
- Accurately recorded patients’ vitals and provide support with patients’ personal care and grooming
- Closely followed all care and safety protocols and HIPAA regulations

Student Health Aide, Utica College Health Center, Utica, NY  |  September 2015–May 2017
- Scheduled up to 25 appointments, from routine physicals to women’s health
- Maintained patient procedure rooms and filed confidential medical records
- Achievement: Successfully migrated 300 student athletes’ medical information to electronic records

COLLEGIAL ACTIVITIES:
Member, President (2017-2018), Health Studies Student Society  |  September 2015–Present
Athlete, Women’s Volleyball Team  |  August 2015–Present

Ryan P. Thomas
4 Smith Rd, Utica, NY 13501  |  rpthomas@gmail.com  |  (315) 792-3087  |  www.linkedin.com/in/RyanThomas

KEY QUALIFICATIONS:
- Experience implementing human resource functions in a professional office
- Possesses polished customer service and interpersonal skills
- Highly effective time and project management skills
- Demonstrates integrity and practice ethical decision making at all times
- Certified Microsoft Office Specialist (MOS)

EDUCATION
Bachelors of Science in Management, Utica College, Utica, NY (3.4 GPA)  |  May 2019
- Concentration in Human Resource Management

EXPERIENCE
Utica College, Integrated Information Technology Services, Utica, NY  |  August 2015 – Current
Computer User Services Intern (August 2015 – Current)
- Successfully recruit, interview, and hire over 40 student computer help desk employees
- Create and update over 100 pages of training material, used to facilitate orientation sessions
- Supervise all student employees, providing leadership in delegating tasks, offering instruction, and motivating employees to perform through compensation incentive programs
- Utilize performance evaluations to provide feedback and support professional growth
- Aid the supervisor in the approval of timesheets and other payroll functions
- Efficiently manage related projects, including employee databases, creating actionable office goals, and streamlining standard operating procedures

Computer User Services Help Desk Assistant (August 2015 – August 2017)
- Assisted students and employees by troubleshooting and solving software and hardware issues
- Answered incoming phone calls, provided walk-in help, and scheduled appointments for repairs

Utica College Society for Human Resource Management, Utica, NY  |  August 2017 – December 2018
- Provided leadership to 15 members, holding biweekly meetings to solicit member ideas and feedback
- Organized fundraisers to underwrite professional development programs with the MVSHRM Chapter
- Oversaw recruitment and retention efforts, growing membership by 150%
Shania Mensah
123 Burrstone Road, Utica, NY 13502 • (315) 792-3087 • smensah@utica.edu

Profile
Ambitious student with experience traveling to over 15 countries in the Middle East, Latin America, Africa, and Europe seeking the Refugee Resettlement Interns position at the International Rescue Committee. Experience working with diverse racial and ethnic groups in leadership positions and as a member of a team. Demonstrate strong communication skills and the ability to manage projects requiring attention to detail. Possess a working knowledge of Twi and French.

Education/Honors
Utica College, Utica, NY
BA in International Studies; Minor in French and Human Rights Advocacy
Thesis: "The International Protection of Internally Displaced Persons"
- Member, Sigma Iota Rho International Studies Honor Society

Service and International Experience
Mohawk Valley Resource Center for Refugees, Utica, NY
Intern, Restoring Family Links
- Work jointly with the American Red Cross and the International Committee of the Red Cross to locate and reconnect refugees with missing family members around the world
- Assigned to 8 cases, helping to reconnect separated families due to conflict or disaster in various countries; successfully resolved 4 cases within 5 months
- Attend community events to establish connections and market the program within ethnic communities in the area, demonstrating familiarity with cultural norms to provide appropriate outreach and resources

Jewish National Fund Caravan for Democracy, Israel
Delegate, January 2019
- Met with political and community leaders to discuss the relationship between diversity and democracy
- Participated in numerous pre-trip conference calls with experts on various topics pertaining to the region to develop an understanding of the socio-political circumstances in the country

Be Like Brit, Grand Goâve, Haiti
Aid Worker, "Britsonian"
June 2018
- Aid Worker, "Britsonian"
  - Lived and worked in the Be Like Brit orphanage for a 3-week period, working with a 5-person leadership group to implement recreational and educational activities for 66 Haitian children
  - Transported donations from the US to the orphanage and inventoried them based on type and urgency of need
  - Collaborated with a team of 16 people to build a house in a week’s time

Université de Strasbourg, Strasbourg, France
January 2017 - May 2017
Intern, Programme de CRAL
- Taught English to 20 French students, leading conversation groups between American and French students
- Developed lesson plans around themed readings to reinforce proficiency in conversational English
- Recorded reflection notes with review from supervisors to receive constructive criticism

Work Experience
Utica College International Education Office, Utica, NY
September 2018 - present
Office Assistant
- Gain exposure to different cultural communication styles while interacting with international students
- Perform general office work including filing, organizing meetings, and completing data entry projects

Collegiate Leadership Activities
President, Utica College Amnesty International Chapter
May 2018 - present
- Vice President (August 2018 – present); Utica College Rotaract Club
  - November 2017 - present

References
The reference page is a separate document that accompanies your résumé, and it will highlight the names and contact information for individuals who can speak to your work history or academic knowledge, achievements, and professional character.

- For a polished look, use the same heading as your résumé and cover letter, maintaining all fonts, sizes, and use of bolding.
- References should be professional in nature, and people with whom you have a positive working or academic relationship.
- Professors, advisors, mentors, colleagues, and supervisors may all be possible references. Never use family or friends. As you build up your network, you will have more individuals available for possible recommendations.
- Typically, three references are sought by prospective employers, but you may want additional references so you can use different individuals for different positions.
- Always ask permission in advance before listing someone as a reference. Sending a follow up thank you note to those who grant you permission is good professional etiquette.
- Keep your references up-to-date with your job search and make sure they have a copy of your current résumé, as well as job descriptions and information about the positions for which you are applying.
Interviewing Guide

Securing a spot as a top candidate and receiving an invitation to interview is an exciting, but likely the most nerve racking, part of the job search. Moreover, there are various types of interviews and different styles of questions you will likely encounter. To help you navigate all the possibilities, this guide is designed to offer information and tips regarding what to do before, during, and after the interview.

Before the Interview

Just like exams, the best way to ace your upcoming interview is to prepare as soon and as thoroughly as possible; do not procrastinate! Following the five Ps, proper preparation prevents poor performance, is the most effective way to make sure you are ready for the interview.

Understand the Position
The very first step to your preparation is to be sure that you understand the position. If you do not yet have a complete job description, including the required and preferred qualifications, be sure to ask for this document. You will be expected to understand and share your knowledge of the position during the interview. Research typical starting salaries by geographic region as well using the Bureau of Labor Statistics and professional association salary surveys. Also, inquire about the interviewing type(s) for which you should prepare and who will be joining your interview.

Research the Employer
The interviewer(s) will expect you to know information about the organization, such as their mission, programs, services, products, clients, and the industry in which they operate. Use the employer’s website, information on the Internet (LinkedIn and Google search), and the organization’s marketing material (including social media) to gather information. The organization’s annual report may also be posted online and is an excellent resource for reviewing achievements, goals, and areas for growth and improvement. Also, be sure to research information about the professional interests and accomplishments of your interviewers.

Complete a Self-Assessment
Answering interview questions will become easier if you have a thorough knowledge of yourself. Be prepared to share information within the following areas:

- **Skills and abilities** - identify those that reflect what the employer is seeking, and be ready to discuss those which may require some additional development
- **Experience** - explain how your work, internship, skilled volunteer, and student organization experiences support the job description
- **Career goals** - include short and long term goals and your desire to grow within the organization
- **Values and interests** - discuss what motivates you professionally
- **Education** - relay how your degree and classroom experiences will help you succeed professionally
- **Online presence** - ensure your “brand” and online presence highlights you in a professional manner

Practice Interviewing
With your research in place, understanding the different interview types and practicing answering common interview questions will help ease your nerves and build your confidence. Be sure to also practice non-verbal elements, like maintaining eye contact, smiling when appropriate, sitting up straight, leaning forward to convey interest, and offering a firm handshake. To help you, the Office of Career Services offers in-person and virtual mock interviews with **Optimal Interview software**, as what you say can be as equally important as how you say it.
Most interviews have numerous phases and usually begin with a phone, or increasingly, an online webcam interview. This screening interview may then be followed by an in-person interview with one or multiple candidates and/or interviewers. Below are some interview types with which to be familiar.

**TELEPHONE INTERVIEWS:**
More often than not, you will have a telephone interview with one or multiple interviewers before any other type of interview. Designed to screen large numbers of applicants for minimal cost and maximum efficiency, phone interviews allow employers to establish a foundation for the possibility of an in-person interview. If you will be using a cell phone, be sure you have a strong connection and are sitting at a desk in a quiet place without the possibility of distraction. Believe it or not, dressing professionally will also help keep you in a professional mindset and will encourage you to maintain professional tone and language. One benefit of a phone interview is your ability to access your notes about the company, the interviewers, or your practice answers (without noisily shuffling through papers). Do not, however, use this as an excuse to under-prepare.

**ONLINE INTERVIEWS:**
The ever-changing world of technology has allowed the interview process to move to a virtual format over recent years. Online interviews allow employers to interview anyone in the world with only a webcam and without having to budget for transportation and other costs. Programs such as Skype and Google+ Hangouts are being used to employ this style of interviewing. Some employers may also ask candidates to log in to a portal to record and submit interview answers. Here are a few things to keep in mind:

- Have a professionally appropriate video screen name, profile photo, avatar, etc.
- Test your audio and video equipment before the interview
- Place the equipment in a brightly lit room with a neat and organized background
- Dress professionally from head to toe
- Look directly at your computer screen, not above at the webcam
- Make sure you speak clearly and slowly; you never know when there might be a delay in the connection

**BEHAVIORAL INTERVIEWS:**
Questions asked in behavioral interviews are based on the premise that past actions and behaviors are the best indicators of future performance. Behavioral interviews require you to explain specific experiences and skills using a storytelling format, known as the STARR technique (Situation - Task - Action - Result - Relate). Your answers will provide the interviewer(s) with an understanding of why you are the right candidate for the position. While some employers will exclusively ask behavioral questions, others will undoubtedly use them during other interview styles as well.

**PANEL INTERVIEWS:**
During panel interviews, you will be answering questions posed by more than one person in the room and maybe even individuals from different departments within the organization. These types of interviews allow for interviewers to be more objective and share their different perspectives regarding the candidate. These are the most common type of interview today, and most candidates should expect to meet with more than one person for an interview. Treat these interviews just like you would if you were interviewing with only one person.

**GROUP INTERVIEWS:**
These are becoming more common in larger organizations who have many equally qualified candidates applying for a position. During these interviews, employers will simultaneously meet with multiple candidates and are not only focused on your responses to questions, but they are also evaluating the interaction between you and the other candidates. Your verbal and nonverbal interactions will offer the employer insight into skills and behaviors in areas of communication, leadership, teamwork, and more.

**ASSESSMENT INTERVIEWS:**
As companies become more savvy about the costs of hiring the wrong candidate, additional time may be invested to find the right candidate through assessment interviews. This style of interviewing gives the employer a chance to evaluate various aspects of your qualifications in applied situations. These might include testing, presentations, role-playing, using equipment associated with the position, and working with other candidates on larger projects. These interviews can take the whole work day or even span over more than one day.
Typical Interview Questions

**Conversational questions** are open-ended and encourage free-flowing, back and forth discussion. Answer questions with sufficient detail, providing examples and other supporting information when appropriate.

- Tell me about yourself.
- Why are you interested in our organization?
- What do you know about what we do?
- What is your impression of our mission?
- Tell me about your experiences that specifically support this position’s requirements.
- What impact are you hoping to make in this industry?
- Tell me about three top trends in this field.
- What is your greatest accomplishment to date?
- What short and long term career goals do you have?
- How do you plan to achieve these goals?
- How do you personally define success?
- What do you think it takes to be successful in this career?
- Rate your interpersonal, verbal, and written communication skills.
- Do you find yourself to be more of an introvert or extravert? In what kind of situations?
- Is your thought process more systematic and analytical or more abstract and “big picture?”
- What motivates you to do your best work?
- What is your greatest strength/weakness?
- If I asked a boss or professor to describe you, what would he or she say?
- How has your education prepared you for this position?
- What were your favorite/least favorite classes? Why?
- Is your GPA an accurate reflection of your ability?
- Do you have any plans for further education?
- What qualities do you seek in a supervisor?
- What criteria are you using to evaluate the organization for which you hope to work?
- What are your salary expectations?

**Behavioral questions** require you to explain specific experiences and skills using a story telling format, known as the STARR technique (Situation - Task - Action - Result - Relate).

- Tell me about a time when you took the initiative to improve organizational efficiency, expand your knowledge base, etc. without being prompted by a supervisor or professor.
- Describe a time when you successfully pitched an idea to a supervisor.
- Walk me through a situation when you used your analytical skills to identify and solve a potential problem.
- Share a creative solution you used to address an issue.
- Identify a specific experience you’ve had in working with conflicting, ambiguous, or delayed information. How did you navigate that experience?
- Tell me about a time when you dealt with multiple, concurrent project deadlines.
- Give me an example of a situation when you had to deal with interpersonal conflict.
- Explain a time when you were flexible to meet others’ needs or expectations.
- Tell me about your success in building team camaraderie as a leader.
- Give me an example of your use of delegation.
- Tell me about your most successful speech or presentation.
- Tell me about the writing experiences you’ve had that you think will contribute to your ability to succeed at this job.
- Describe your experience editing written documents.
- Share with me a task or project that required you to generate a report using your skills in quantitative literacy.
- Give me an example of when you had to analyze and manipulate numerical data.
- Tell me about a time when your understanding of organizational culture and professional etiquette helped you achieve a desired result.
- Explain a time when you were objective in spite of your emotions.
- Describe a significant professional mistake you have made.
- Identify a time when you failed at a task or project.

**Case questions** require you to apply your expertise and skills to respond to scenarios or cases that interviewers present. Originating from the banking and consulting industries (where a couple case questions may take an hour to answer), they can be easily modified to relate to any field/industry.

- Your first patient of the day has a C6 spinal cord injury. What kind of function and sensation would you expect? What kind of treatment plan might you implement?
- You are working with a client whom you suspect has anxiety issues, and she makes a vague reference about harming someone. How do you respond?
- I spend a third of my money on a house, half the rest on a car and a quarter of what I then have left on furniture. What proportion of my original money do I have left?
- Your corporate client is a ski resort. Natural snowfall has been reduced by 50% over the last 5 years. The client is concerned. What should they do and why?
- You are a new teacher and more than half your class failed your last exam. You are already behind in your lessons due to several days of school closings. What do you do?
- You are on the public relations team of a credit card company whose data has just been hacked, affecting millions of customers. What is your short term strategic communication plan and long term PR campaign?
To help with preparing for behavioral questions, the STARR technique (Situation, Task, Action, Result, Relate) can help you exemplify your experiences and stories, while keeping the anecdotes you’re sharing concise and relevant. The grid below may be used to help you brainstorm possible answers to behavioral questions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Situation/Task</th>
<th>Action</th>
<th>Result</th>
<th>Relate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Describe a specific situation you encountered or task you were responsible for completing. Be sure your example provides sufficient detail for the interviewer to understand the context of your example.</td>
<td>Indicate the action you took to respond to the situation or task. This is the time to emphasize qualities and/or skills the interviewer is seeking in an employee.</td>
<td>Identify the result of your actions, showing your achievement. If possible, quantify your result to highlight the scope of your success. If you were asked to share an example that might paint you in a negative light (ie: tell me about a time you were unsuccessful in meeting a goal), always follow up with what you have learned or how you will improve in the future.</td>
<td>Conclude your example by connecting how this story relates to the position and/or to the organization. This will ensure that the interviewer understands why your story is particularly relevant, and you may have the ability to highlight your knowledge about the organization.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Questions for the Employer

In addition to preparing for the interviewer’s questions, you must also develop questions of your own to ask. Questions that reflect your knowledge of the position and organization are the best, but be sure not to ask questions that may easily be answered on the organization’s website. As a general rule, questions about salary and benefits are not asked during the first interview but may typically be asked during the second interview or when you have been offered the position.

A list of questions you may like to ask is provided below:

- What are your immediate expectations for the person who would fill this position?
- What do you anticipate to be the most challenging aspect about this position?
- How will my work be evaluated and how often?
- What aspects do you enjoy most about working here?
- Can you elaborate about the ________ ?
- Given your organization’s mission to __________, how is success measured?
- In what area is your organization hoping to grow?
- I noticed ______________ in your annual report, what role would this position play to respond to that?
Arriving for the Interview

At this point, you should know with whom you are meeting, where you are going, how you will get there, and where you will park if you are driving. Mapping out a route and going on a dry-run is the best way to keep you from being late. If, in the unforeseen event you are running late, be sure to have the interviewer’s telephone number so you can call ahead. Generally speaking, arriving 10 minutes early allows you to have some time to collect your thoughts and indicates to the interviewer that you are a punctual person.

Making a Good First Impression

The first few moments are often considered to be the most crucial during an interview, as the interviewer will use this time to evaluate your appearance, personality, and professionalism. Begin the interview with a confident stride, firm handshake, good eye contact, and express gratitude for the opportunity to interview. Be prepared to also engage in some pleasant small talk.

Etiquette and Appearance

Generally speaking, interview etiquette suggests you follow the lead of the interviewer. Wait to be invited to sit, or seat yourself after the interviewer has done so. Observe the tone and personality of the interviewer and adjust your tone and mannerisms accordingly. Other etiquette tips include turning off your cell phone, not chewing gum, bringing extra copies of your résumé, your questions, a pen and paper in a padfolio, and being friendly to everyone you encounter.

For most professional interviews, men and women are expected to wear conservative business suits. Consider the purchase of your suit as a professional investment. Be sure your suit is properly tailored. Don’t forget to remove all tags, and cut the stitching to open the vents in the back of suits and suit skirts.

Additional tips for men and women are listed below:

Women:
- Wear a dark or neutral color suit that is tailored to fit you. Spending extra money for a suit with higher quality fabric is a good idea.
- If you choose to wear a skirt, it should be knee-length and not form fitting with a revealing back vent. Hosiery should be worn.
- Shirts may be button-down or pull-over but should never be sheer, show cleavage, nor show midriffs. Provocative clothing is never professional.
- Be sure shoes are flats or low heels and are closed-toe. Beware of wearing new shoes for the first time, as blisters may form and will cause discomfort.
- Avoid excessive, dangling, or flashy jewelry.
- Conceal tattoos, remove facial piercings, minimize perfume, and avoid brightly colored nails and makeup.
- Style hair in a professional, hassle-free manner away from your face.

Men:
- Wear a navy, gray, or black suit that fits.
- Sleeves and pant legs that are too long or too short look unprofessional. Spending the extra money for tailoring is a good idea.
- Be sure clothing has no wrinkles or stains.
- Wear a long sleeve, button-down shirt in white or other light, muted color.
- Select a tie that has a conservative color and pattern; use a medium sized-knot.
- Sock color should match your suit.
- Be sure shoes are shined and scuff free.
- Shoes should match your belt.
- Avoid flashy jewelry.
- Conceal tattoos and minimize cologne.
- Shave or trim facial hair. For those with shorter hair, get a hair cut beforehand to keep the back of your neck neat.
- Be sure hands and nails are clean.

Leaving the Interview

As the interview comes to a close, be sure to ask for the interviewers’ business cards, which will help when addressing your thank you letter. End the interview with a firm handshake and again express your thanks for the opportunity to interview. It is appropriate to inquire about a time frame regarding when you may expect to hear back about a decision.

Wait until you have left the premises to turn on your cell phone, take off your jacket, change shoes, or let your hair down. The way you exit, just as the way you came in, could be evaluated.
**Thank You Letter**

A thank you letter, e-mail, or depending on the field, a handwritten note (never a text message) should be sent within 24 hours of the interview. This communication must be without spelling and grammatical errors. If there was more than one interviewer, you may address it to the lead interviewer and extend your thanks to the others in the letter. Provided below is an explanation of the content for a thank you letter, as well as samples for your reference.

| NAME | Mailed Thank You Letter:  
| --- | BETHANY OLSON  
| 125 Washington Street New York, NY 10118  
| (212) 123-4567 • beolson@utica.edu  
| www.linkedin.com/in/BethEOlson | July 1, 2019  
| Dr. Dwayne Brown  
| Principal  
| Hudson River High School  
| 1000 Madison Street  
| New York, NY, 10118 | Dear Dr. Brown:  
| Thank you for the opportunity to interview for the Calculus Teacher position you have available. I enjoyed learning more about Hudson River High School, and I am impressed with your students’ recent championship in the Downstate Calculus Competition.  
| I welcome the possibility of becoming part of your dedicated Mathematics faculty, and I am confident my teaching experience at Utica City Schools and master’s degree from Utica College have prepared me to succeed in this position.  
| Please extend my thanks to Ms. Clausen and Mr. Allendale as well. If you have any additional questions, please do not hesitate to contact me. I look forward to hearing from you. | Sincerely,  
| Bethany Olson | Bethany Olson |

| Emailed Thank You Letter:  
| (Subject Line: Thank You for the Interview) |  
| Dear Ms. Poloczak:  
Thank you for setting aside time to meet with me personally on Thursday morning. After hearing more about the Event Coordinator position, I am increasingly confident in my ability to contribute fresh and creative marketing ideas to generate public interest in your events. My experience with cross promoting events and activities using multiple social media platforms will enable you to reach your targeted audience.  
I sincerely hope to have the opportunity to utilize my degree in Public Relations and event planning internship experience to your department’s benefit. If you should require any additional information or have questions, feel free to call or email.  
Thank You,  
Katrina Kimski  
34 Elmwood Avenue  
Syracuse, NY 13202  
KKimski@utica.edu  
www.linkedin.com/in/KKimski  
(315) 565-3210 |  
| Handwritten Thank You Note:  
|  
| Dear Ms. Basset:  
Thank you for taking time out of your busy schedule to meet with me about the “Get Involved in Government Fall Internship Challenge.” It was fascinating to learn more about how your office acts as the legislative and administrative backdrop of Utica’s City Council.  
This opportunity complements my coursework as a Government and Politics major and my interest in participating in Utica’s City Council meetings. I also neglected to mention that I may be able to help you with your need to provide additional technical support to the City Council. My work experience at Utica College’s Integrated Information Technology Services may allow me to assist you as a side project, if you are interested.  
If I can answer any additional questions you may have, please do not hesitate to call, e-mail, or connect with me on LinkedIn using the contact information from our meeting. Again, it was a pleasure to meet you. | Sincerely,  
| Sebastian Saffer |  

Dear Address:  
Your opening paragraph should include a statement of gratitude for the opportunity to interview. A brief reflection on the interview or compliment about the organization would also be appropriately placed here.  
Your middle paragraph should include a statement of your continued interest in the position and a short reiteration of your qualifications. If necessary, this is also the time to include a valuable piece of information that you did not cover during the interview.  
In your closing paragraph, invite the interviewer(s) to contact you if they have any additional questions.  
Sincerely,  
Sign full name  
Type full name
Following Up
It is permissible to call the interviewer after a week and inquire about your status as a candidate, especially if the interviewer has not provided you with a time frame regarding when the position will be filled. Refrain, however, from repeated phone calls.

Evaluating the Interview
Hopefully, all your efforts in preparation result in a job offer. However, even with a flawless résumé, cover letter, thank you letter, and excellent rapport during the interview, only one person can be hired for the job. If that person wasn’t you, use the interview as a learning experience and evaluate your performance.

A list of questions to ask yourself is provided below:

- How did the interview go?
- What went well?
- What do I need to improve upon?
- Did I seem nervous?
- Was I too talkative, not talkative enough?
- Was I too aggressive, too passive?
- Did I convey interest and enthusiasm?
- Did I highlight skills and qualifications appropriate to the position?
- Were my experiences and achievements thoroughly explained?
- How did I make myself stand out?
- Did I take the opportunity to emphasize my strengths?
- What points did I make that interested the interviewer?
- Was my knowledge of the organization evident?
- How were my questions received?

Expanding Your Network
If your interview went well, but you weren't offered the job, don’t be discouraged! By meeting people in the industry, you’ve just expanded your network. You may be considered for other employment opportunities within the organization in the future, or your name may even be passed along to the interviewer’s colleagues in other organizations with a recommendation to consider you for their positions. Thus, be sure that you are always professional, and never bad mouth interviewers or the organization - especially on social media.

Career Services is Here to Help
In addition to mock and virtual interviews, the Office of Career Services welcomes you to ask any follow up questions regarding your interview. If you need advice on answering questions posed or even want a second opinion on your interview’s self-evaluation, please don’t hesitate to contact us.
The job search and application process aren’t limited to just the résumé, cover letter, and interview. With the increase of companies, organizations, and individuals turning to social media, it is important for students and recent graduates to understand how to best leverage these resources with professionalism. Your online presence is an important aspect of your career development. Through various social media platforms, you have the ability to brand yourself and make connections in meaningful ways. Below are common platforms and some tips for using each one in personal and professional development.

LinkedIn
LinkedIn is the professional response to social media that will help in your transition from college student to working professional. Think of it as a business meeting with over 300 million in attendance, and that includes professionals and companies from all industries and backgrounds all over the world. Not only does LinkedIn give you the opportunity to create a professional profile (virtual résumé) and make “connections,” it is also a powerful tool for job and internship searches. Millions of recruiters use LinkedIn to search for prospective employees, so build a complete profile and stay active in groups and discussions. You can even create your own customized LinkedIn URL using your name, giving you more control of what employers find when they “Google” you. Just as we do with résumé critiques, Career Services can assist you in building a profile on LinkedIn.

- Join Utica College Career Services LinkedIn Group
- LinkedIn’s Resource Page for Students and Recent Grads
- LinkedIn Tips for Recent Grads
- What College Students Should Post on LinkedIn

Twitter
Twitter is more like the cocktail party. This micro-blog allows users the opportunity to access important information quickly. Companies are able to easily share information about job or internship opportunities and engage with other industries and professionals about current events. By “following” the companies or organizations in which you are interested, you can stay up-to-date on valuable information. Professionals and companies also use this platform to have discussions on specific topics using the “hashtag” symbol (#), and topics are easy to search through this function as well. Although it might not be as important for you to “tweet” information, it is beneficial to use as a news source and to stay connected to employers for new opportunities.

Just like anything else on the Internet, you want to make sure the information you are receiving is accurate. With the ability to create accounts under any name and/or email, sometimes knowing which accounts are legitimate can be tricky. Twitter helps you find accredited accounts through an easily recognizable blue check mark included in the profile of an account.

- Follow Utica College Career Services: @UCcareerservice
- Using Twitter in the Job Search

Facebook
Facebook is like the conversation at the water cooler amongst friends and is most commonly used in personal interactions. Although many companies and organizations use Facebook, it is important to understand the difference in managing this platform. It is a good idea to “like” pages of companies or organizations that interest you, as it allows you to stay abreast of opportunities and engage with employers in a more relaxed setting. However, make sure you manage your personal privacy settings. Some employers use Facebook as a screening tool, and if you represent yourself in an unprofessional way, it could hinder your opportunities. Likewise, exercise good judgment about whom you choose to “friend,” as they, too, can be a reflection of you.

- Professional vs. Personal Social Media
- Facebook’s Privacy Settings and Policies
As a student with a visible or non-visible disability, we understand that you may face unique challenges throughout your career development. Following are some helpful tips and resources to keep in mind. Additionally, please be sure to reach out to The Office of Learning Services regarding accommodations and support if you identify as having a disability and are experiencing academic difficulties.

**Did you know?**

- Federal law requires an employer to provide reasonable accommodations to an employee or job applicant with a disability, however, it is your responsibility to inform the employer that accommodations are needed.
- Disclosure is a personal decision and while not required, it is necessary to disclose in order to receive accommodations under the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA).
- The Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) protects qualified individuals with disabilities by making it unlawful to discriminate in employment.

**What you can offer employers:**

- Well-defined skills and focus
- Exceptional problem solving
- Dedication and loyalty

**How we can help you:**

The Office of Career Services can help you regarding all aspects of your career development, including:

- Major and career exploration
- Graduate and professional school preparation
- Resume and cover letter writing
- Networking and interviewing skills
- Job search strategies and social media assistance
- Recruitment events, and more!

**HELPFUL RESOURCES**

- The Job Accommodation Network (JAN) is the leading source of free, expert, and confidential guidance on workplace accommodations and disability employment issues.
- The Office of Personnel Management (OPM) connects individuals with disabilities with the Nation’s largest employer, the Federal Government, and has a special responsibility to lead by example in including people with disabilities in the workforce.
- The Office of Disability and Employment Policy provides articles and resources on national leadership focused on disability and employment policy.
- Adult Career and Continuing Education Services-Vocational Rehabilitation (ACCES-VR) offers access to a full range of employment and independent living services. For NYS permanent residents only.
- GettingHired is an ally in connecting students with inclusive employers and advocacy organizations.
- Lime Connect prepares and connects high potential college students and alumni who happen to have disabilities to scholarships, internships, and full-time careers with the world’s leading corporations.
- The American Association of People with Disabilities (AAPD) is committed to ensuring that all people with disabilities have the right to equal opportunity, to be economically self-sufficient, and to earn and save without jeopardizing access to the services and supports that allow them to live and work independently.
- The Emerging Leaders Internship Program for College Students with Disabilities is a highly competitive program that connects students with internships nationwide and provides them with meaningful leadership development and networking opportunities.

**CONTACT US!**

CALL: 315-792.3087
EMAIL: careerservices@utica.edu

UTICA COLLEGE
Office of Career Services
As a student veteran, we understand that the transition from military to civilian life can be challenging and overwhelming. You possess unique skills and experiences and we can help you understand how to translate those to potential employers. Following are some helpful tips and resources to keep in mind. Additionally, please be sure to reach out to UC’s Veterans’ Liaisons for additional assistance and guidance.

Did you know?

- Utica College was originally founded to offer returning WWII veterans educational services. We continue that tradition today with a strong, student-veteran focused approach to service and opportunity.
- The Uniformed Services Employment and Reemployment Rights Act (USERRA) prohibits employment discrimination based on your uniformed service.
- In June 2017, the veteran unemployment rate was 3.7 percent, down from 4.2 percent last June, and the lowest June rate since 2007.

What you can offer employers:

Adapted from the Institute for Veterans and Military Families

- Global experience
- Technical training
- Resiliency
- Adept at decision-making

How we can help you:

The Office of Career Services can help you regarding all aspects of your career development, including:

- Major and career exploration
- Graduate and professional school preparation
- Resume and cover letter writing
- Networking and interviewing skills
- Job search strategies and social media assistance
- Recruitment events, and more!

Helpful Resources

- Vets.gov, in collaboration with the Department of Labor, can support your job search.
- The Vocational Rehabilitation and Employment (VR&E) Program assists Veterans with service-connected disabilities to prepare for, find, and keep suitable jobs.
- The Institute for Veterans and Military Families delivers class-leading programs in career, vocational and entrepreneurship education and training.
- Clearance Jobs provides a searchable database populated with positions requiring various security clearance levels.
- Use CareerOneStop’s Military to Civilian Occupation Translator to match your military skills and experience to civilian occupations.
- MyNextMove for Veterans allows you to search careers, including ones similar to your job in the military.
- O*NET’s Military Crosswalk Search allows you to search codes or titles from the Military Occupational Classification (MOC).
- Veterans’ Employment and Training Service (VETS) provides employment resources and expertise.
- The Veteran Mentor Network is a LinkedIn group whose mission is to combat veterans unemployment and to provide effective coaching to veterans and service-members.
- Hiring Our Heroes is a nationwide initiative to help veterans, transitioning service members, and military spouses find meaningful employment opportunities.

Contact Us!

CALL: 315.792.3087
EMAIL: careerservices@utica.edu
As an international student, we understand that you may face unique challenges throughout your career development. Following are some helpful tips and resources to keep in mind. Additionally, please be sure to reach out to The Office of International Education before seeking any form of employment (paid or unpaid) to remain aware of any applicable restrictions, requirements, and deadlines, including visa status and work authorization.

**Where do I start?**

- Identify and explore careers that are a good fit with your personality, skills, interests, and values
- Write a resume and cover letter
- Practice networking and interviewing skills

**What can I offer employers?**

(Adapted from the National Career Development Association, 2015)

- Cross-cultural competency and global perspective
- Adaptability and flexibility
- Problem-solving and critical thinking skills
- Language skills

**Where can I work?**

**Top 100 U.S. employers who offer visa sponsorship in 2017 includes:**

- Infosys
- Capgemini
- Tata Consultancy Services
- IBM
- Wipro
- Accenture
- Tech Mahindra (Americas)
- Deloitte Consulting
- Cognizant Technology Solutions
- Microsoft

**Top 100 industries that have international workers in the U.S. includes:**

- Computer Systems Design and Related Services
- Management, Scientific, and Technical Consulting Services
- Colleges, Universities, and Professional Schools
- Architectural, Engineering, and Related Services
- Software Publishers

**HELPFUL RESOURCES**

- **Myvisajobs.com** is the largest and most trusted employment website for foreign workers seeking opportunities in United States
- **The US Department of Labor Office of Foreign Labor Certification** generates annual reports on labor certifications
- **LinkedIn’s alumni search feature** allows individuals to connect with alumni working in all industries worldwide
- **H1Base** educates and supports international workers and students from all over the world to obtain US work visa employment and sponsorship
- **UC Career Connect**, (powered by Purple Briefcase), is Career Service’s career management system that allows students and alumni to search for jobs and internships, review career advice, and register for upcoming events

**CONTACT US!**

CALL: 315.792.3087
EMAIL: careerservices@utica.edu